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Ron-stats

• 419 publications and talks

• 108 relate to elections.

• 31 articles, proceedings, and chapters

• 10 of those joint w PBS; 25 joint total; 7 refereed; my most frequent
collaborator

Today, focus on things that aren’t joint work.
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Lessons from working with Ron:

• Simple. Practical. Understandable. Communicate/explain/teach.

• Frolic in solution space. It helps understand the problem and the constraints, and
may lead to a solution.

• Consider changing the problem. What’s the real goal? What are the real
constraints?

• Emphasize principles over technique—but implement it, and algorithms matter!
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Some of Ron’s election topics

• Public service
• Verifiability
• Verification and Auditing
• Voting systems
• Bespoke social choice functions
• Whimsical/Pedagogical
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Public service

TGDC, Testimony to House Administration (x2); Testimony to Presidential Commission
on Election Admin; Verified Voting Board of Directors; open-source software
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Verifiability: Software independence
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• If a system is not SI, it can change
results with no trace. Example: DREs

• If a system is not SSI, even if a
failure is “detected,” recovery might
be impossible. Example: BMDs

• SI is a necessary security property for
voting systems.

• NB: principle not technology or
technique
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Riffing on Ron: Formalizing SI

• Is SI a property of system or a run of
the system?

• What does “detectable” mean? Are
there any constraints on the cost of
the detection? What if the only
method of detection is infeasible,
illegal, or violates voter privacy?

• Who or what does the detection?
• Is there any penalty for false alarms?
• Does a system that always sounds an

alarm “detect” problems?
• Is there a dispute-resolution

mechanism? Vulnerability to FUD
attacks?
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Riffing on Ron: More stringent requirements

• A system is contestible if an
(undetected) change or error in its
software that causes a change or
error in an election outcome can
always produce public evidence that
the outcome is untrustworthy.

• A system is defensible if, when the
reported outcome is correct, it is
possible to generate convincing public
evidence that the reported outcome
is correct—despite any malfunctions,
software errors, or software
alterations that might have occurred.
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Riffing on Ron: What if nobody looks? Evidence-based elections
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Verification: Detection Audits
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Riffing on Ron: from detect problems to affirmative evidence
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Some of Ron’s work on affirmative evidence
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I don’t always agree with Ron:
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Facilitating audits
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Ripping off Ron: PRNGs
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Pedagogy: secrecy and verifiability without cryptography
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Open-source software
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Influence on my work:

• taught me more than I remember about mixnets, ZKP, homomorphic encryption,
E2E-V, distributed ledgers

• detection audits led to risk-limiting audits
• software independence led to evidence-based elections, contestability, defensibility &

formalizing SI
• improving RLAs
• better PRNGs for statistics and audits
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